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Abstract— Speeding up robot motion provides not only im-
provement in operating efficiency but also improves dexterous
manipulation by taking advantage of an unstable state or non-
contact state. In this paper we describe a hybrid trajectory
generator that produces high-speed manipulation. This algorithm
produces both mechanical high-speed motion and sensor-based
reactive motion. As an example of high-speed manipulation,
a robotic ball control in a batting task has been achieved.
Performance evaluation is also analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human manipulation consists of not only precise slow

motion but also dynamic motion such as ”throwing”, ”hitting”,

”catching” and so on [1]. It is important for a robot system to

be able to perform such motion in order to realize dexterous

and flexible manipulation. One of the characteristics of such

movement is that the robot be able to manipulate an object

quickly. Here the important thing is for the robot to be aware

that higher speed is required. At this time there are not many

researchers working on speed of manipulation.

Kawamura et. al developed a high-speed manipulator FAL-

CON based on a wire driven parallel mechanism [2]. It

achieved peak accelerations of up to 43 G and maximum

velocities of 13 m/s. Kaneko et. al proposed the arm/gripper

coupling mechanism where the spring energy accumulated in

the arm is transferred to the kinetic energy of the arm [3]. It

can achieve 100 G. In regard to speeding up the robot system,

most researchers concentrate on the motor system.

In actual fact the ability to manipulate depends on a sensory

function centered on visual or tactile perception, in addition to

the motor function. However in most previous robot systems,

the processing rate of vision sensors, for example, CCD

(30 Hz) which is typical, is very much slower than the servo

rate for robot control (1 kHz). Therefore kinetic performance

of a robot system is not dramatically increased by mechanical

means alone. Moreover the faster a manipulator moves, the

greater is the uncertainty. For these reasons, in order to

robustly perform tasks requiring high-speed motion, real-time

sensory feedback is necessary.

Namiki et al. developed a high-speed manipulation system

through the introduction of high-speed vision sensing at a

rate of 1 kHz [4]. They verified that a real-time vision-based

processing was able to execute not only fast servo control

but also higher-level trajectory planning or task setting. In

case of a robot system with high-speed sensors, it is useful to

define the motion of a manipulator directly using sensor-based

information. In this approach, however, the task is executed

with little regard for the speed of motion [5]. To produce high-

speed manipulation, it is necessary to consider both the speed

of motion and the speed of response explicitly.

Based on this background, we proposed a hybrid trajectory

generator as a motion strategy for a high-speed robot system

and achieved a batting task [6]. This trajectory consists of

both fast motion without depending on object information

and tracking motion for target movement. In this paper, we

extend the algorithm to control the direction of the ball after

impact. In addition the dynamical analysis of a batting task is

proposed.

II. HYBRID TRAJECTORY AND ITS APPLICATION

TO BATTING TASK

A. Concept

Motion of a manipulator is produced mainly by two factors:

planning a desired trajectory and designing a control system.

There are many studies in which a complicated controller is

designed in order to track any desired trajectory. In many

cases this approach is useful. In the case of high-speed motion,

however, it is very difficult to actuate a manipulator exactly

only by devising a control law. This is because of the effect

of nonlinear dynamics, parameter error and limit constraints

of torques and angular velocities. Accordingly we focus on

planning the trajectory rather than designing a control law.

Our goal is to produce fast and smooth motion that is suitable

for a robot to perform.

Therefore we define a desired trajectory in the joint coordi-

nate space R
n, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of

the manipulator, except for the collision condition expressed in

the work space R
6. In comparison with the trajectory generated

in the work space, this has some advantages. For instance it

is easy to generate a smooth trajectory, avoid singular points,

and judge whether limit constraints are satisfied.

B. Motion Strategy

We describe a proposed algorithm using batting motion

as the example. Based on the above mentioned concept, we

present an algorithm of hybrid trajectory. This motion has

two components: one is high-speed motion, and the other is

reactive motion shown in Fig.1.
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(a) SW mode (b) HT mode

Fig. 1. Hybrid trajectory

The former swing motion is set to be high-speed motion

so that its speed approaches the maximum. This function

is represented by the time variable t. This motion does not

depend on the target information except for the starting time

of the swing. This motion is defined as SW mode.

The latter hitting motion is equivalent to mapping the

trajectory of the manipulator to sensor information directly. Its

trajectory is represented by the feature quantity of an object ξ.

In the case of the batting task, this means that the manipulator

can hit a breaking ball in contrast with an approach based only

prediction. This motion is defined as HT mode.

In addition it is necessary to introduce a varible that inte-

grates the motion in the SW mode and the HT mode. Therefore

a feature quantity ηSW that uniquely defines the SW mode

motion uniquely is introduced. This means that the motion

in the HT mode is modified by taking into consideration the

motion in the SW mode. As a result, the vector of joint angles

q∈R
n is defined as

q = f (ξ,ηSW , t) ∈ R
n . (1)

Suppose that each motion is distributed for each degree of

freedom, the joint vector is represented as

q =
[

qSW (t)
qHT (ξ,ηSW )

]
, (2)

where qSW ∈R
ns , qHT ∈R

nt means the variable correspond-

ing to each mode. In addition ns, nt represents the degrees of

freedom of each mode and they satisfy ns + nt = n.

In this paper, we adopt a fifth order polynomial as a

trajectory function in order to continuously control position,

velocity, and acceleration:

q =
5∑

i=0

ki ti . (3)

Moreover we select a target position po ∈ R
3 as target

information ξ, and time variabe t as a feature quantity of

SW mode ηSW . Then the coefficient of trajectory ki ∈ R
n

is represented as

ki =
[

kSW
i

kHT
i (po)

]
, kSW

i = constant . (4)

That is, the trajectory of a manipulator is determined by the

coefficient ki.

To increase the velocity of an end-effector in serial link

mechanism, it is necessary to speed up the velocity of joints

g (po, t)

po (t1)

pb (t1)

pb (t2)

pe

HTΣ

SWΣSWp

HTp

f (po, t)

CΣ

po (t2)

pd

Fig. 2. Ball control in batting motion

on the bottom side. Besides it is easy to modify the trajectory

of joints on the top side so that the manipulator can follow

unpredictable objects during the swing. This is because the

inertia of the end-effector is lower than the inertia of the

bottom part. For this reason motion int the SW mode is

assigned to the bottom side, and motion in the HT mode is

assigned to the top side. Then the position of end-effector

pe ∈ R
3 is represented as

pSW + STH pHT = pe , (5)

where pSW ∈R
3 is represented in the coordinate ΣSW fixed to

the 0-th link (standard coordinates), pHT ∈R
3 is represented in

the coordinate ΣHT fixed to the ns-th link, and STH (qSW )∈
R

3×3 is a rotation matrix from ΣHT to ΣSW shown in Fig.2.

Suppose that l represents direct kinematics, the vector of the

end-effector rT
e =[pT

e φT
e ]∈R

6 is represnted as

re = l (q) , (6)

where φe∈R
3 represents the posture of the end-effector.

C. Batting Algorithm

The trajectory of a manipulator is determined by following

three steps.

( i ) sensing position of a target po

( ii ) generation of batting position and posture r̂b(t) ∈ R
6

(iii) determination of the trajectory q satisfying the

boundary condition

Every cycle time of 1 ms, the steps ( i ) and ( ii ) are

repeated from the time the vision sensor recognizes a target

until the start time of the swing t=0, and all steps ( i ), ( ii )

and (iii) are repeated until the time of hitting t= tb. This means

that the hitting point is estimated before impact explicitly

and the batting task is accomplished by modification of this

point by visual feedback. The position and posture of the

manipulator at impact point is expressed as rT
b =[pT

b φT
b ]∈R

6,

and superscript ˆ represents the estimate value.

Each step is described as follows.

( i ) Three dimensional visual information is calculated by

means of stereovision with two active visions. By image-based

visual servoing, the active vision executes 3D tracking so as to

keep the target within the field of view. The first order moment

of the image is treated as a position of the target.
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( ii ) The position and posture of the manipulator at the time

of hitting is determined in this step.
1) position: Using a function g, we set the hitting point

as pb (t) = g (po, t). This function g is set so the ball will

collide with the bat at t= tb and it has to satisfy following the

formula:

g (po, tb) = po (tb) = pe (tb) . (7)

In this experiment, the predicted trajectory is adopted as the

function g by fitting a function using successive least-squares

estimations.

The manipulator starts to swing at the moment the hitting

point p̂b enters the strike zone. In IV-B, we give more detailed

information about the strike zone, which is a curved surface

giving consideration to the dynamics of the manipulator. We

assume that at the time of hitting the ball reaches the following

plane:

x = p̂b (0) · ex , (8)

where ex ∈ R
3 represents the x-axis unit vector, whose

direction is the throwing direction. The initial estimated hitting

point is on this plane. After the start time of the swing, we

set the hitting point to the intersection between the predicted

trajectory of the ball and the plane expressed by Eq.(8).
2) posture: Let us consider the impact modeling between

a flat bat and a spherical ball in order to spray hit. We assume

that the manipulator is controlled rigidly, and is not affected

by the impact force. In addition we ignore the impulse of

gravity at the time of hitting. We set v,v′ ∈ R
3 as the

velocity of the ball before and after collision respectively, and

similarly ω,ω′ ∈R
3 represents the angular velocity. The law

of conservation of linear momentum and angular momentum

is given as

m (v′ − v) = F̄ + R̄ (9)

I (ω′ − ω) = d × F̄ , (10)

where m is the mass of the ball, I = 2
5
ma2 is the moment of

inertia, d∈R
3 is a vector directed toward the center of mass

from the contact point, a=‖d‖ is the radius of the ball, and

F̄ , R̄∈R
3 is the impulse of frictional force and normal force

respectively. These variables are described in the coordinate

ΣC , whose origin is fixed at the surface of the bat. Moreover

the bounce equation without sliding is expressed as

v′ = ω′ × d − e
v · d
‖d‖2

d , (11)

where e is the coefficient of restitution. Suppose that the

normal direction of the bat is set as the z-axis of the coordinate

ΣC . Using Eqs.(9)∼(11), the rebound velocity is calculated

as

v′
x =

2
7
(
aωy +

5
2
vx

)

v′
y =

2
7
(−aωx +

5
2
vy

)
(12)

v′
z = −e vz .

We used a ball with radius a = 0.05 m, so the the angular

velocity of right side influences only a fiftieth part of the

velocity before impact. Accordingly the rebound velocity is

approximated by v′ = Kv, K = diag( 5
7
, 5

7
,−e). We assume

that the target continues in a state of uniform motion after

impact. Then in order to control the direction of the ball after

hitting, the posture of a manipulator is calculated so that the

following equation is satisfied:

STC Kv × (pd − pb) = 0 , (13)

where pd ∈ R
3 is an objective point and STC (q) ∈ R

3×3 is

a rotation matrix from ΣC to ΣSW . The posture φb can be

calculated by Eq.(13).

(iii) The boundary conditions are written as

q (0) = qs , q (tb) = l−1 (rb) = qb , (14)

where qs ∈ R
n are initial joints and qb ∈ R

n are joints at

the time of hitting. The coefficient of the trajectory ki is

transformed into the following expression:

k0 = qs, k1 = q̇(0), k2 =
1
2
q̈(0)

k3 =
1

2 t3b

{
20 [qb−qs] − tb [8 cv+12q̇(0)]

+ t2b [ca − 3q̈(0)]
}

k4 =
1

2 t4b

{−30 [qb−qs] + tb [14 cv+16q̇(0)] (15)

− t2b [2ca − 3q̈(0)]
}

k5 =
1

2 t5b

{
12 [qb−qs] − 6 tb [cv+q̇(0)]

+ t2b [ca − q̈(0)]
}

,

where cv, ca represents an arbitrary vector. If the hitting point

and swing time are constants during the swing, the vector is

represented by cv = q̇(tb), ca = q̈(tb) respectively. Thus we

can set a rough speed of the manipulator at impact point by

adjusting the arbitrary vector.

The vector qSW
b is defined as

qSW
b = A l−1

(
r̂b(0)

)
, (16)

where A = [Ens 0] ∈ R
ns×n, and Ens ∈ R

ns×ns is a unit

matrix. The kSW
i is calculated when the qSW

b is substituted

for Eq.(15). We adjust cv, ca so that the velocity or torque is

as high as possible within the output limit. Therefore the high-

speed motion can be realized. Since the kSW
i is calculated by

the estimated hitting point r̂b(0) in each trial, it is determined

as an appropriate value for the random ball.

Once the manipulator starts to swing, the trajectory must be

generated taking into consideration to the motion in the SW

mode. Using Eqs.(5) and (13), the vector qHT
b is computed so

that the following is satisfied:

lHT (qHT
b ) = ˆSTH

−1(p̂b(t) − p̂SW ) (17)
ˆHTC(qHT

b ) = γ ˆSTH
−1(pd − p̂b(t))(Kv̂)+ , (18)

where lHT represents direct kinematics of the HT mode

satisfying pHT = lHT (qHT ), γ is a normalization constant,

and HTC (qHT )∈R
3×3 is a rotation matrix satisfying STC =

STH
HTC . In addition a suffix + represents a pseudo-inverse
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(a) Kinematics (b) Manipulator and vision system

X1, X2, X3

Z1, Z3

Y2

Y1, Z2, Y3

Z4

Y4

X4

Z5
Y5

X5

Fig. 3. High-speed robot system

matrix. The kHT
i is calculated when the qHT

b is substituted for

Eq.(15).

III. EXPERIMENT

A. System Configuraiton

The vision system consists of the 2-DOF (tilt and pan) active

vision which is a column parallel vision system (CPV) [7].

The CPV has 128×128 pixel photo detectors and an all pixel

parallel processing array. Various visual processing (moment

detection, segmentation and so on) are achieved within 1 ms

because execution is in parallel.

The kinetic system consists of a wire-drive manipulator

(Barrett Technology Inc.). The kinematics of the manipulator

is shown in Fig.3(a). The manipulator has 5-DOF consisting

of revolution and bending motion alternately. High-speed

movement with maximum velocity of the end-effector of 8 m/s

and maximum acceleration of 58 m/s2 is achieved.

The cycle time of visual and control processing is set at

1 ms. Figure3(b) shows the high-speed robot system.

B. Experimental Setting

A human threw a styrofoam ball with radius 5 cm towards

the manipulator from 2.3 m distance. The manipulator hit the

ball towards an objective point pd = [1.9 0.0 1.3]T . We set

the second joint q2 is fixed during the swing. When one

joint is assigned to the motion in SW mode, three joints are

assigned to the motion in HT mode. In addition we adopted a

PD controller. Both before the impact and after the impact,

the trajectory of the manipulator after was generated by a

fifth order polynomial. This allows the manipulator to stop

smoothly. As for other parameters, we set q̇(0) = q̈(0) = 0,

the time until hitting as tb = 0.25 s, and the whole swing time

as 0.85 s.

C. Experimental Result

From the moment the vision system finds the ball it takes

0.3∼0.4 s for the ball to reach the hitting point. In this

experiment, the batting task was achieved under the condition

that the manipulator must immediately start to swing 0.1 s after

the vision sensor recognizes the ball. The velocity of the ball
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Fig. 4. Batting motion
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Fig. 5. Time response of joint angles

is 6∼8 m/s, and the velocity of the end-effector is about 6 m/s

at impact point.

Figure4 shows the motion of the arm and the ball. The ball

is recognized at x = 2.1 m and is hit on the hitting point

at x = 0.33 m. From the data for ball position after hitting, it

turns out that the hit ball heads in the direction to the objective

point.

The time response of joint angles is shown in Fig.5. It turns

out that the smooth joint trajectory is generated in either mode.

In HT mode, the desired trajectory based on rb(0) is modified

to the one based on rb(tb) due to a shift of hitting point.

Then the observed trajectory of the manipulator follows it.

This result means that the manipulator can hit a breaking ball.

In this way, even though we use a simple controller, the

manipulator achieves high-speed and reactive motion because

of the appropriate desired command. In Fig.6 and Fig.7,

the batting motion is shown as a continuous sequence of

pictures taken at intervals of 132 ms and 30 ms respectively.

The success rate was about 40 %. These experimental results

are shown as a movie on the web site [8].

IV. ANALYSIS

Kinematic and dynamic constraints of the manipulator is

described with

qmin≤q≤qmax , ωmin≤ω≤ωmax , τmin≤τ ≤τmax , (19)
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Fig. 6. Continuous sequence of pictures

Fig. 7. Continuous sequence of pictures (close view)

where ω ∈ R
n is a vector for angular velocities, τ ∈ R

n

is a vector for joint torques, and a suffix max,min means

the maximum and minimum of the variable respectively. The

angular velocity and the torque are computed as

ω = q̇ , τ = M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇) + g(q) , (20)

where M(q) ∈ R
n×n is the inertia matrix, h(q, q̇) ∈ R

n is

the coriolis and centrifugal force terms, and g(q)∈R
n is the

gravity term.

Based on the dynamics of the manipulator and the con-

straints, the proposed trajectory is analyzed by computer

simulation as follows.
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Fig. 8. Time response of velocity and torque

A. Manipulator Trajectory

Figure8 shows the time response of the joint velocity and

a motor torque when the hitting point moves 10 cm during

a swing. Even in this case, a smooth trajectory is generated

similarly to the trajectory based on a fixed hitting point.

The trajectory of the torque is changed continuously, but not

smoothly at the start time of the swing and time of hitting

due to the use of a fifth order polynomial and switching the

trajectory at that time. This problem is solved by generating

a function with consideration to the jerk. In addition a certain

level of margin for torque is given so that the torque does not

exceed the limit for the shift in hitting point or the effect of

parameter errors.

B. Strike Zone

In our experimental setting, the area S where the position

of the end-effector is reached is expressed as

S = {p | ‖p − p′‖ = Lu sin q2 , p′ ∈ C} (21)

C = {p | ‖p − β‖ = Lf , px = 0} ,

where Lu =‖pSW‖, Lf =‖pHT‖ represents the length of the

upper arm and front arm respectively and β=[0 0 Lucos q2]T .

We define the strike zone as part of the area on the curved

surface S, where the dynamics and constraints are considered.

The hitting point at the start time of the swing r̂b(0) is

determined as the intersection between this zone and the

predicted trajectory of the ball.

Figure9 represents the strike zone. Viewed from the pitching

direction, its height is 100 cm and width is 60 cm. The strike

zone depends not on the trajectory of the ball, but on the initial

position of the arm and swing time. Since the manipulator

cannot hit a ball that passes outside of the strike zone, we

set the manipulator so that it does not swing at such a ball.

In the case where r̂b(t) = constant during the swing, the

task is achieved definitely in terms of the dynamics of the

manipulator.

In the case of the batting task, there is a trade-off between

shortening the swing time and expanding the strike zone. In

this experiment, first we set the strike zone sufficient for the

batting task, then we set the swing time at 0.25 s so that it is
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Fig. 9. Strike zone

as short as possible. That is, arbitrary vectors cv, ca are set by

trial and error so that Eq.(19) is satisfied.

C. Following capability for variation in target trajectory
Suppose that at t= tb the ball reaches the plane expressed

by Eq.(8), then we can examine how far the manipulator can

follow the shift in hitting point on the plane during the swing.

The time error is described in the IV-D.
In this experiment the moving velocity of the hitting point

is under 2 m/s. Therefore we verify the following capability

in the case of p̂b(t)= p̂b(0) + vbt, ‖vb‖=2 m/s. The result is

shown in Fig.10. In the z direction high and low hitting points

p̂b(0) are written. The radiating lines represent movement of

the hitting point. The possible area where the manipulator can

follow the ball is saturated not by the limit of velocity or

torque but by the structure of the manipulator or swing time.

Moreover the similar results are obtained for other hitting

points. That is, the batting task is achieved as long as the

hitting point moves within the the following zone;

W =
{
p | Lf − l

2
≤ ‖p − p̂SW‖ ≤ Lf + l

2
,

px = p̂b(0) · ex

}
,

(22)

where l is the length of the bat. We verify that the manipulator

can hit a ball that moves 40 cm in the radial direction during

the swing.

D. Hitting capability for time error
To simplify the problem, the shape of the bat is taken as

a cylinder and we discuss the margin of time error without
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considering the direction of the ball after impact. We assume

that the ball passes through the plane expressed by Eq.(8) at

t= tb+Δt. In this case, the impact condition between the bat

with radius Δ1 and the ball with radius Δ2 is given as

∃Δt s.t. ‖pe(t) − po(t)‖ ≤ Δ1 + Δ2 . (23)

We calculate the margin of time error for uniform motion of

a ball thrown from various angles into a fixed hitting point p̂b.

In Fig.11 the results are shown for the case of Δ1 =Δ2 =5 cm,

po(t)= p̂b + vo(t − tb − Δt), ‖vo‖=6 m/s. Horizontal axis α
represents an incident angle for the horizontal plane at impact

point. When the incident angle equals 9 degree, the margin

of time error is a maximum of up to 58 ms. This is because

this angle is nearly parallel to the vector for the manipulator

velocity at the impact point. We verified the manipulator can

hit a ball with a time error of 23 % of swing time 0.25 s.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a hybrid trajectory generator that

integrates two motions: mechanical high-speed motion and

sensor-based reactive motion. In addition, the high-speed spray

hitting task was achieved. Moreover we analyzed the proposed

algorithm by computer simulation.

Our future work will concentrate on high-speed dexterous

manipulation with hand-arm coordination.
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